[How to carry out high quality clinical trial].
Evidence-based medicine derived from large-scale clinical trials has been widely accepted by clinicians, which strongly motivates the clinicians in medical institutions to conduct or participate in clinical trials. However, how to improve the clinical trial quality and management to achieve worldwide acceptance still remains challenging. By analyzing the difficulties faced by the majority of large Chinese clinical institutions and the opportunities during the evolvement of research modes, this paper proposes to improve the quality of clinical trial by closely following the domain development, raising clinical research thinking, ensuring rigorous research design, standardizing the steps and details of each operational session, as well as establishing a collaborative and well-communicated team. So far there is limited data support in therapeutic standards and guidelines in China. We have systematically designed and rigorously operated the research program based on the actual situation, whereby we have derived a set of high-quality disease guidelines that are adapted to the national disease characteristics in China.